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eClosing just got a whole lot easier!
AutoPrep™ e-enables ANY third-party documents for eSignature, eNotary 
and eClosing

rom a strategic perspective, DocMagic’s AutoPrep technology will allow any lender, utilizing documents from ANY 

source, direct access to our premier eClosing solution. AutoPrep categorizes, tags and barcodes documents, 

recognizing signature, initial and notary regions, and e-enables any third-party loan documents for eSignature, 

eNotary and eClosing processes. This opens the door for lenders to transition more quickly to an eClosing workflow, 

bringing efficiency, consistency and user experience enhancements.

Leveraging the benefits of artificial intelligence and machine learning technology, 

AutoPrep automates the closing process. The technology automates fundamental 

labor-intensive processes, mainly the visual identification of signing regions and 

manual preparation required by most eClosing platforms. If your documents are 

not e-enabled for eSign, eDelivery, eNotary or eClosing, this technology gives you 

instant access to those abilities.

AutoPrep goes beyond basic optical character recognition (OCR) technology. 

Basic OCR technology relies primarily on reading and recognizing documents, 

which can be slow and error-prone. AutoPrep employs intelligent 

document recognition to access extensive document metadata, stored 

in DocMagic’s rich form database, enabling pattern and trend detection 

for continuously improved decisioning over time.

Artificial intelligence and machine learning allow for continuous 

improvement as they’re applied to more documents. 

AutoPrep allows organizations to scale for capacity and respond more 

quickly to market fluctuation. Fewer mistakes, and the resulting fixes, 

lead to an improved customer experience and a faster, more efficient 

eClosing experience.

Like all of DocMagic’s solutions, AutoPrep integrates seamlessly with the rest of our technology while offering a robust API 

for simple integration with other third-party systems.

AutoPrep has the ability to 
access deep stores of document 
metadata and is capable 
of testing and automation, 
employing intelligent document 
recognition as well as pattern 
and trend detection for 
continuously improved decisions 
over time.”
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